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Special thanks to...
For the telephones for Telephone Hour: Teresa Schwartz, Mary Bancevic, Sheree Bell, Melissa and Rick Willmore, "Frosty" Acre, and cast members
Tom Struckhoff for the recording of "Ed Sullivan"
Jodi Woolsey for painting the railroad signs
Families of the cast and crew for their love and support!
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CAST

Albert Peterson .............................................. Dalton Mathis
Rose Alvarez .................................................. Ashley Rudolph
Helen ............................................................ Bailey Ogle
Nancy ........................................................... Ashley Clayton
Alice ............................................................. Emile Heffmann
Marge ........................................................... Nicole May
Harvey Johnson ............................................... Ben Cotter
Penelope ......................................................... Shelby O'Connor
Suzie .............................................................. Madison Tucker
Ursula Merkle .................................................. Vanessa Simpson
Kim MacAfee ................................................... Whitney Wolfcott
Mrs. Dons MacAfee ........................................... Marlesa Arnsden
Mr. Harry MacAfee ........................................... Chris Owens
Randolph MacAfee ............................................. Billy Astroth
Sad Girls ......................................................... Haley Korn, Rashell McDermott, Madison Tucker, Bailey Ogle
Mrs. Mae Peterson ............................................ Chris Owens
Policeman ....................................................... Josh Malawey
Conrad Birdie .................................................. Nathan Camden
Conrad's Guitar Player ........................................ Amber Lockwood
Reporters ....................................................... Chloe Brown, Alec Hatchell
Traveler .......................................................... Audrey Hiller
Conductor ........................................................ Logan Brown
Hugo Peabody .................................................. Bradley Bliven
Mrs. Merkle ..................................................... Amber Lockwood
Mayor of Sweet Apple ........................................ Logan Brown
Mayor's Wife, Edna ............................................ Shannon Baldwin
Mr. Johnson ..................................................... Josh Malawey
Gloria Rasputin ................................................ Jodi Woolsey
Voice of Ed Sullivan .......................................... Logan Brown
Stage Manager for Sullivan Show ......................... Josh Malawey
Stage Hands .................................................... Bailey Ogle and Falan Blackwell
Wardrobe for Sullivan Show .............................. Ashley Clayton and Katelynn Bolte
Maude ........................................................... Jeddiah Boyer
Maude's Customers .......................................... Alec Hatchell and Ben Cotter
Shinners ........................................................ Logan Brown, Ben Cotter, Alec Hatchell, Jeddiah Boyer, Gabe Huber, Josh Malawey, and Jeddiah Boyer
Adult Chorus ..................................................... Amber Lockwood, Shannon Baldwin, Josh Malawey

ACT I

Overture – Orchestra

Scene 1 Office of Almaelou Music Corp. in New York
  "An English Teacher" ........................................ Rosie
Scene 2 Sweet Apple, Ohio
  "The Telephone Hour" ..................................... Teen Chorus
Scene 3 The MacAfee home in Sweet Apple, Ohio
  "How Lovely to Be a Woman" .............................. Kim
Scene 4 Pennsylvania Station, New York
  "Put on a Happy Face" ..................................... Albert
  "A Healthy Normal American Boy" ........................ Albert, Rosie, Teen Chorus and Adult Chorus
  "Penn Station to Sweet Apple" .............................. Teens and Adults
Scene 5 Railroard Station, Sweet Apple
  "Sweet Apple Band" .......................... Teen Chorus
  "One Boy" .................................................. Kim, Alice, Marge, Rosie
Scene 6 Courthouse Steps, Sweet Apple
  "Honestly Sincere" ........................................ Conrad and Teen Chorus
Scene 7 MacAfee Home, Sweet Apple
  "Wounded" .................................................. Ursula, Alice, Marge
  "Hymn for a Sunday Evening (Ed Sullivan)" ............... The Four MacAfees
Scene 8 Backstage at the Central Movie Theatre
Scene 9 The Stage of the Central Movie Theatre
  "One Last Kiss" ............................................. Conrad, Teens, Albert

INTERMISSION – 15 MINUTES

ACT II

Entre' acte – Orchestra

Scene 1 The MacAfee Home
  "What Did I Ever See in Him?" ............................ Rosie and Kim
Scene 2 Downstairs in the MacAfee Home
  "Reprise: What Did I Ever See in Him?" ................. Rosie
  "A Lot of Livin' To Do" ................................... Conrad, Kim, Teen Chorus
Scene 3 Streets of Sweet Apple
  "A Lot of Livin' To Do" continues
  "Kids" ....................................................... Mr. and Mrs. MacAfee
Scene 4 Maude's Roadside Retreat
  "Baby, Talk to Me" ........................................ Albert, Maude, and Maude's Customers
Scene 5 The Private Dining Room
  "Shriners' Ball" ............................................. Orchestra
Scene 6 Back door, Maude's Roadside Retreat
  "A Mother Doesn't Matter Anymore" ...................... Mrs. Peterson
  "Reprise: Kids" ............................................ Mr. and Mrs. MacAfee, Randolph, Adult Chorus
Scene 7 The Ice House
  "Ice House Livin" .......................................... Teen Chorus
  "Reprise: An English Teacher" ............................ Rose
  "Spanish Rose" ............................................ Rose
Scene 8 Sweet Apple Railroad Station
  "Rosie" .................................................... Albert and Rosie